COVID’s Third Year—What Now, What Next?
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COVID-19 in the US
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Total Cases: 72,179,527
Total Deaths: 872,128
Total Vaccine Doses Administered: 532,573,090

28-Day Cases: 18,956,442
28-Day Deaths: 48,985
28-Day Vaccine Doses Administered: 27,383,510
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Omicron in the US

https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#variant-proportions
Reported Cases Decreasing in Many States

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/testing/tracker/map/weekly-change-in-new-cases
Hospitalizations Starting to Decrease

Testing Constraints Persist

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/testing/individual-states
Tracking Variants

Percentage of cases sequenced by GDP

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/data/variant-data
Global Trends
Global Spread, Vaccine Inequity Persist

DAILY CONFIRMED NEW CASES

Vaccination progress across the world

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/data:animated-world-map

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/vaccines/international
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